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Highly conductive and water-dispersible sheets of reduced graphene oxide (RGO) were produced

by rapidly heating graphene oxide (GO) paper at a low temperature (300 �C) for a short

processing time of 3 s. The GO paper was thermally treated during the rapid-heating reduction

process and, consequently, the oxygen functional groups in the obtained RGO were highly

reduced. The RGO film displays good thermal stability, crystallinity, low sheet resistance, and

good dispersibility in water, which makes it an ideal candidate to be used in various carbon-

based electronic devices. We finally demonstrate the suitability of RGO as an active channel

material and as a source-drain electrode for graphene field-effect transistors, which bring the

possibility of realizing all-carbon devices a step closer to reality. VC 2012 American Institute of
Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4739486]

I. INTRODUCTION

After the advent of graphene at the beginning of this

century, various experimental attempts were made to incor-

porate carbon-based materials and devices into products

such as liquid crystal displays, flexible screens, new genera-

tion smart cards, wearable sensors, radio frequency identifi-

cation tags, flexible arrays of plastic microphones, and large

area display electronics.1–5 The tremendous potential of gra-

phene for application in a wide spectrum of electronic and

nanoelectromechanical devices has stimulated extensive

research efforts to find methods for synthesizing large scale,

defect-free graphene sheets. The epitaxial technique was the

first technique developed to successfully grow graphene on a

large scale. The high temperature graphitization generally

transforms the ordered silicon carbide surface into a rough,

highly corrugated landscape covered by small graphene

domains with pronounced variations in thickness.6 Such dis-

order severely limits device performance by scattering

charge carriers flowing in active graphene channels. Alterna-

tive techniques for synthesizing graphene by thermal, chemi-

cal, or electrochemical reduction of graphene oxide (GO)

have been studied recently in order to achieve large-scale

production of high quality graphene with an extremely high

carrier mobility, i.e., more than 10 000 cm2/Vs.7–13 Reduc-

tion techniques produce graphene by reducing oxygen func-

tional groups such as C-O, C¼O, C-OH, and -COOH and

thereby increasing the relative number of C-C functional

groups. Consequently, the resulting reduced graphene oxide

(RGO) sheets typically have graphene-like optical and

electrical properties. The solution-processable and highly

conductive RGO are expected to be widely used as a trans-

parent electrode and an active channel in electronic devi-

ces.14,15 However, the currently employed thermal and

chemical reduction techniques are not favorable for fabricat-

ing devices on flexible substrates because of the high proc-

essing temperature and the usage of chemicals such as

hydrazine, sodium borohydride, and hydriodic acid (used

along with acetic acid), which incorporate new atomic spe-

cies into the carbon lattice.8,11,12 Although electrochemical

reduction methods do not use any reduction agents, it is still

a challenge to develop simpler and cheaper reduction meth-

ods that could be used in the production of flexible and large

area display electronics.13

In this work, we propose a method for reducing GO by

subjecting it to a rapid heating process in a rapid-thermal

annealing (RTA) system. The resulting RGO, which is

referred to as burst RGO (BRGO) in this paper, is highly

conductive, thermally stable, and dispersible in water.

Although the reduction mechanism in the rapid-heating

reduction process is similar to that in reduction methods

using a microwave oven and flash camera in which the GO

papers are exposed to short bursts of intense light, our study

demonstrates the application of BRGO in carbon-based

electronic devices such as graphene and RGO field-effect

transistors (FET).7,9,10 Moreover, the method is possible to

produce functionalized RGO with arbitrary gas in RTA

system (vacuum condition in this study) whereas microwave

oven and flash camera methods are hard to process under gas

atmosphere. The BRGO produced by our method is system-

atically investigated by thermo gravimetric analysis (TGA),

x-ray diffraction (XRD), Raman spectroscopy, Fourier

transformed-infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR), ultraviolet-

visible spectroscopy (UV-VIS), and x-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy (XPS) to determine the nature of the functional
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groups attached to the carbon lattice. The electrical proper-

ties of the GO and BRGO films are characterized by 2 - and

4-terminal current-voltage (I-V) measurements at tempera-

tures ranging from 50 K to 273 K. Finally, to demonstrate the

feasibility of utilizing BRGO film in carbon-based electron-

ics we investigated its electron transport properties when

employed as an active channel and as an electrode in a

graphene-based FET.

II. EXPERIMENT

The GO suspension was synthesized from graphite

flakes using the modified Hummers method.18–20 We used

our rapid-heating process to produce expanded graphene

sheets. Graphite flakes (1 g) were dipped in sulfuric acid

(5 ml) and stirred for 1 h to produce viscous graphite flakes.

The viscous graphite flakes were drop-cast onto a quartz

plate, and then rapidly heated in a rapid-thermal annealing

system at 1000 �C for 10 s, as shown in Fig. 1. The process-

ing temperature is higher and the processing time is longer

compared to the BRGO reduction process in order to remove

the residual sulfuric acid. The expanded graphene sheets

could produce higher quality graphene oxide sheets. The

resulting expanded graphite flakes were dispersed in water

(7 ml). The dispersibility of the hydrophobic expanded

graphite flakes in water was very poor compared to GO and

BRGO.

Expanded graphite flakes (0.5 g) and sodium nitrate

(0.35 g) were placed in a beaker with sulfuric acid (30.7 g).

These three materials were mixed for 1 h with a stirring

machine. Then, potassium permanganate (1.95 g) was slowly

added to the beaker. The solution was stirred for a day until

viscous. We then added sulfuric acid (50 ml, 5 wt. %) to the

solution, and it was stirred for 1 h in order to change the vis-

cous form to a liquid solution. Next, hydrogen peroxide

(50 ml, 30 wt. %) was added and the solution was stirred for

1 h. Finally, the solution was purified with a mixture of sulfu-

ric acid/hydrogen peroxide (3 wt. %/0.5 wt. %) and then with

deionized (DI) water. The purified GO suspension was stored

in a clean vial as shown in Fig. 2(a).

Fig. 2 shows the steps involved in converting GO to

BRGO. The purified GO suspension (10 ml) was drop-cast

onto a quartz plate. The quartz plate was dried in a convec-

tion oven at 80 �C for 8 h to obtain a thick, flexible, and

brownish GO paper as shown in Fig. 2(c). The GO film was

then peeled off and subjected to thermal shock by rapidly

heating it to 300 �C for 3 s in a RTA system. After the rapid-

heating process, the GO turned black like ash, as shown in

Fig. 2(e). Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of

the BRGO are shown in Fig. 2(g) and its surface morphology

is very similar to graphite. As with the microwave oven and

camera flash methods, the thermal shock treatment also pro-

duces expanded and separated graphene sheets as shown in

Fig. 1(d).7,9,10 This is in contrast to the conventional anneal-

ing process where the individual RGO layers remain coupled

to each other. We then mixed the BRGO paper of 0.1 g with

DI water (10 ml). After an ultrasonication process at 100 W

for 30 min, the BRGO paper was uniformly dispersed in the

DI water, and the solution was allowed to stabilize for a few

hours. The BRGO suspension of 3 ml was taken and centri-

fuged at 5000 rpm for 3 min. The top portion of the centri-

fuged BRGO suspension, which contained very thin layers

of BRGO sheets, was transferred to a separate vial. The pres-

ence of suspended BRGO sheets was confirmed by UV-VIS

spectral analysis, which is shown in Fig. 3(d).12 Three vials

containing suspensions of GO, BRGO, and centrifuged

BRGO are shown in the inset of Fig. 3(d). The BRGO sheets

show good dispersibility with its remaining oxide functional

groups compare to expanded graphite sheets.

The centrifuged BRGO suspension was drop-cast onto a

silicon substrate with a 300 nm thick silicon dioxide layer to

fabricate a BRGO FET. The drop-cast BRGO was dried in a

FIG. 1. The process step to produce

expanded graphene: (a) graphite flakes,

(b) dipped in sulfuric acid to make viscous

graphite flakes, (c) expanded graphene

sheets after heating treatment, and (d)

SEM images of expanded graphene

sheets.
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convection oven at 80 �C for approximately 30 min. Silver

(Ag) paste was deposited onto the ends of the channel to

form the source (S) and drain (D) electrodes. To demonstrate

the suitability of BRGO as an electrode material, the non-

centrifuged BRGO suspension (contained in the center vial

in the inset of Fig. 3(d)) containing thick layers of BRGO

sheets was drop-cast onto the graphene grown by chemical

vapor deposition (CVD) to act as S and D electrodes.16

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To estimate the percentage of oxygen lost during the

rapid-heating process, TGA measurements were performed

on the GO and BRGO films. Both films were heated from

25 �C to 975 �C at a rate of 10 �C/minute under a nitrogen

atmosphere, and the weight loss for each sample was meas-

ured (Fig. 3(a)). The weight loss of the GO film sample dra-

matically increased above 100 �C due to the evaporation of

FIG. 2. Digital images of: (a) GO suspen-

sion, (b) GO drop-cast on quartz plate, (c)

dried GO paper, (d) GO paper in quartz

vial before rapid-heating process, (e) GO

paper in quartz vial after rapid-heating

process for converting GO to BRGO, (f)

the resulting BRGO paper, (g) SEM image

of BRGO paper surface, and (h) BRGO

suspension.

FIG. 3. (a) TGA, (b) XPS, (c) FT-IR, and

(d) UV-VIS spectra for GO and BRGO.
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water molecules. For the BRGO film, the weight loss only

became noticeable above 300 �C due to the evaporation of

oxygen functional groups above this temperature. The meas-

ured weight loss percentages of the GO and BRGO films

were 62.72% and 11.61%, respectively. The TGA results

indicate that the BRGO film has an enhanced thermal stabil-

ity compared to the GO film after the rapid-heating reduction

process. Fig. 3(b) shows XPS results for GO and BRGO

films, and the carbon peak corresponding to C-C and C¼C

bonding at 284.6 eV is clearly observed in the spectra of

both types of film.7 In the BRGO film, the oxygen peak

related to C-OH or C-O-C structures (around 286.5 eV) is

dramatically reduced when compared to the same peak in the

GO spectra.9 This observation together with the previous

TGA result confirms that a temperature of approximately

300 �C is sufficient to remove most of the oxygen functional

groups.15,17 Furthermore, FT-IR analysis was performed to

analyze the nature of the oxygen functional groups present in

each film before and after rapid-heating reduction process.

The FT-IR spectra are shown in Fig. 3(c). The peaks at 1055,

1180, 1225, 1295, 1365, 1624, and 1729 cm�1 indicate

the existence of C-O (alkoxy), phenolic OH, C-O (epoxy),

C-OH, C-H (bending vibration), C¼C (deoxidized graphitic

domain), and C¼O (carboxylic) groups, respectively, in the

films before the rapid-heating reduction process. The broad-

ened peak at 3451 cm�1 indicates O-H bonding (or more

precisely, stretching vibrations of the O-H bonds).7 After the

rapid-heating reduction process, several peaks around

1055–1225 cm�1 indicate that C-O and C-OH bonds remain

in the films, while the peak for C¼O is not observed at

1729 cm�1. The FT-IR result is in accordance with the previ-

ous XPS results, in which the intensity of the C-O and C-OH

bonding peaks (at around 286.5 eV) was reduced after the

thermal treatment. The remaining oxygen functional groups

in the BRGO paper resulted in it being hydrophilic, which

made it possible to disperse the films in water, whereas the

hydrophobic expanded graphite flakes were not dispersible

in water, as shown in Fig. 1(c).

XRD profiles of the GO, BRGO films, and graphite

powder are shown in Fig. 4(a). In the GO film spectra, a pri-

mary XRD peak appeared at 10.08�, which is close to the

peak position previously reported in the spectra of GO film

with a d-spacing of about 8.76 Å.11 Interestingly, after the

rapid-heating reduction process, the primary XRD peak of

the BRGO film was observed at 25.16�, which is very close

to the peak position of pristine graphite (approximately

26.19�, as shown in the inset of Fig. 4(a)). The calculated

interlayer distance of the BRGO sheets is approximately

3.53 Å. The shift of the peak position and the decrease of

atomic distance indicate that the graphitic domain was dra-

matically increased by the reduction of oxygen functional

groups in the GO layers. The full width at half maximum

(FWHM) values of the XRD spectra peaks of GO, BRGO,

and graphite samples were extracted and these were 0.91�,
7.36�, and 0.71�, respectively. According to the XRD peak

intensity and FWHM data, we can conclude that the crystal-

lization of BRGO is imperfect compared to graphite because

of the remaining oxygen functional groups and newly

induced defects.

Fig. 4(b) shows the Raman spectra of the GO and BRGO

films. The G band of the BRGO was shifted to 1588.21 cm�1

from the G band of GO at 1602.17 cm�1. The G band of the

BRGO is closer to that of graphite (�1580 cm�1) than the G

band of GO. The shift of the G band indicates that the gra-

phitic domain of GO was partially recovered by removing ox-

ygen functional groups from GO.21,22 The BRGO film shows

a much higher ratio of ID/IG compared to the GO film, indicat-

ing that the BRGO has more defect sites. This is because the

GO was damaged during the rapid-heating reduction process,

which resulted in numerous broken graphite linkages in the

film. Based on the XPS, FT-IR, XRD, and RAMAN analyses,

it is clear that the rapid-heating reduction process removes the

oxygen species, resulting in the reduction of oxygen func-

tional groups and causing damage to the carbon framework.

We performed electrical measurements on the GO and

BRGO films. The measured sheet resistance of the BRGO

film is 3.76 KX/sq, which is quite small in comparison to the

sheet resistance of the GO film (27.5 KX/sq). It should be

noted that the I-V characteristics of the GO film show a recti-

fying behavior, whereas the I-V characteristic of the BRGO

film is linear. The rectifying behavior of GO films is due to

the presence of a large number of oxygen functional groups,

which have the tendency to localize electrons due to the high

electronegativity of the oxygen functional groups.23 In the

FIG. 4. (a) XRD spectra of GO, BRGO, and graphite and (b) Raman spectra

of GO and BRGO.
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case of the GO film, the rapid-heating process decreases the

oxygen concentration and the number of electrons localized

in the oxygen function groups is also reduced, which in turn

increases the conductance of the GO film significantly.

The electrical property of BRGO was measured at vari-

ous temperatures (50 K–273 K). The BRGO becomes more

resistive with decreasing temperature because the number of

electrons localized in the oxygen trapping centers increases

with decreasing temperature. The activation energy of elec-

trons from the trapping centers can be calculated from the

temperature dependence of the I-V characteristics by using

the Arrhenius relation

I ¼ A expðbV1=2Þ=kT; (1)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute tem-

perature in Kelvin, and b is the field lowering coefficient.

From a plot of the Arrhenius relation, the value of the acti-

vation energy was found to be 4.7 meV at room tempera-

ture. In Fig. 5(b), the current is plotted using a natural

logarithm scale as a function of T�1/4. The linear depend-

ence on T�1/4 indicates that it is in the variable range hop-

ping (VRH) regime.20,24,25 In three dimensional systems,

the hopping formula is defined as

IðTÞ ¼ I0 expð�T0=TÞ1=4: (2)

The VRH model can explain the decreasing current as a

function of temperature. In this model, carriers hop from

one localized site to another with exponential temperature

dependence.

A BRGO-based FET was fabricated to confirm the fea-

sibility of BRGO film as a channel material compared to

the conventional RGO film. 0.5 ll of the BRGO suspension

was drop-cast on 300 nm thick silicon dioxide layer grown

on a p-type silicon substrate, as shown in Fig. 5(c). The

thickness of the drop-cast BRGO film measured using

atomic force microscopy was found to be approximately

5 nm. On applying a voltage bias through the back gate, the

channel current through the BRGO film was modulated. As

shown in Fig. 5(d), the BRGO film does not show an

ambipolar behavior (symmetric ID-VG) because the in-

plane charge inhomogeneity induced by the remaining

oxygen functional groups creates puddles of negative

charges making the BRGO to be more closed to a p-type

material. As a result, the estimated VCNP is around þ40 V.

This inhomogeneous charge distribution also causes local

fluctuations in the electric field on the surface of the film

screening the electric field from the gate. As a result, the

effective electric field acting on the film is smaller than the

applied field, which reduces the magnitude of the current

modulation.

As already presented in Fig. 5(a), the BRGO film was

highly conductive and exhibited linear I-V characteristic.

Therefore, BRGO film was also employed as S/D electrodes

on CVD graphene-based FET to evaluate its quality and fea-

sibility, compared to pristine graphene or RGO. Fig. 6(a) is a

schematic diagram of a CVD graphene FET with BRGO

electrodes. One such field-effect device was fabricated on a

CVD graphene, and the SEM image of the S and D electro-

des made by depositing BRGO is shown in Fig. 6(b). Figs.

6(c) and 6(d) show electrical properties of CVD graphene

FIG. 5. (a) I-V characteristics of GO and

BRGO. (b) The current plotted in natural

logarithm scale as a function of T�1/4. The

black squares represent the experimental

results, and the red line is a fit of the

experimental results to the VRH theory.

(c) Schematic diagram of a BRGO-

channel-based FET with silver electrodes.

(d) ID-VG characteristics of the BRGO-

channel-based FET (VDS¼ 2 V).
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FET with GO, BRGO, and silver electrodes. The I-V charac-

teristics of the graphene/BRGO device are very similar to

the device fabricated using a graphene/silver junction, which

indicates that the BRGO/graphene interface is perfectly

ohmic in contrary to the Schottky junction usually formed at

the GO/graphene interface.26 Compared to conventional

CVD graphene FETs fabricated with metal S and D electro-

des (silver was used in this study), fairly good electrical

characteristics were measured in the CVD graphene FET

with BRGO S and D electrodes. This is because of the excel-

lent metallic properties of BRGO.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we report a simple rapid-heating reduc-

tion process, enabling the production of RGO at a low tem-

perature at 300 �C in a short processing time for 3 s (for

expanded graphite flakes, 1000 �C, 10 s). The resulting

BRGO displayed excellent electrical properties, including a

high current density due to the reduction in the amount of

carbon-oxygen bonds and a subsequent increase in the gra-

phitic domain during the rapid-heating reduction process.

We demonstrated RGO-channel and CVD graphene-channel

FETs, which use the obtained BRGO film for the active

channel and S and D electrodes, respectively. The newly

developed rapid-heating reduction method can be used to

reduce the number of oxygen functional groups in GO at a

low temperature and in a short period of time and is suitable

for use in carbon-based devices.
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